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Feedback from
Students on :

v. Curriculum
vi. Teachers
vii. Facilities

I

I

I

To improve the ICT
learning methods and
teaching aids.
To provide free training
and coaching classes
for MPSC and other
competitive exams.
To conduct more
number of national
level qnd international
level seminar,
conferences,
workshops, etc.
Organize more
coaching camps for
athletes.
To provide equipments
for cultura I activities.
To arrange pure
drinking water
arrangements.

Near aroun d 70% of the faculty is
familiar with computers and able to
teach with ICT equipments.
Remaining 30% teachers are
motivated to learn the computer.
The notices have been given to
teachers whose subject wise results
and feedback rating is found below
the expectations.
Expert guidance has been provided
on competitive exams.
National level Seminar organised on
Research in Higher Education.
Workshops conducted on exam
stress and Disaster management.
Coaching camp organised for the
volleyballteam.
Musical instruments and dresses
provided to the students for youth
festival.
Water puritier installed.

Feedback from :

Alumni
Pa rents

i.

V.

The alumni are
interested to donate
cupboard and books to
college library.
Alumrx' requested the
institute to invite them
as guest lecture.
The parents aware the
authorities to change
the college time, as
most of the students
always skip their
morning breakfast, as
they commutes from
the remote locations.
More PTA meetings
should be organised.

The record ofthe books donated by
the alumni is maintained .

The cupboard donated by the
alumni is installed in the library.
Ten lecture of the alumni is
arranged for the students.
The alumniand parents are invited
to take part ih green practices.
The issue of college time is genuine.
This issue will be placed before the
governing body. This is also brought
into the notice of the parents that
governing body is going to jcquire a
new land for the college and the
issue of college timing will be
automatically resolved.
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